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Inquiry into the Implications for
Western Australia of Hydraulic
Fracturing for Unconventional Gas
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GAS FRACKING SENATE ENQUIRY
WA STATE PARLIAMENT
The following submission refers principally to the Mid West coast and the
Northern Perth Basin.
Additional Terms of Reference for a full enquiry would ideally include impacts of
cli mate change; groundwater contamination; cumulative effects on human
health, farming land, natural ecosystems and social impact.

HOW HYDRAULIC FRACTURING MAY IMPACT ON
CURRENT AND FUTURE USES OF LAND:
National Parks and Nature Reserves along the coastal Midwest region of Western
Australia stand to be impacted by the practice of unconventional horizontal
hydraulic shale gas fracking.
Westranch Holdings, subsidiary of Norwest Energy, applied for Petroleum
Exploration Permit STP-EPA-0064 under the Native Title Act on 31 October 2012
in the Northern Perth Basin (Norwest Energy Oil & Gas Exploration Tenement of
the Northern and Central Perth Basin STP-SPA-0013).

If granted, activities will impact on Lesueur National Park, Drovers Cave National
Park and Leda Nature Reserve. Beekeepers' Nature Reserve and Nambung
National Parks would be affected in their entirety. The Permit cuts through
Wangarren and Nilgen Nature Reserves and the whole of Lancelin, Edwards,
Wedge, Green, WhiteII, Buller, Cervantes, Favorite, Sandland, Fisherman, Lipfert,
Milligan and Snag Islands, part of Boulanger Island, North Ronsard, Ronsard,
South Ronsard, Red Rocks and part of Inner 7 Foot Rocks, all subject to the
application. Threatened ecological communities and declared rare fauna sites are
registered in these areas, with the majority being associated with Beekeepers
Nature Reserve and Lesueur National Park.

National parks are legislated for the preservation and protection of indigenous
plants and animal species, environmental processes in natural habitats, as well as
the protection of genetic diversity, archaelogical and historic and scientific
resources and values. Their integrity should be maintained.
The Lake Logue-Indoon wetland system, situated between Eneabba and Leeman,
is an area of national significance named under three criteria (1, 3 and 5) in "The
Directory of Important Wetlands in Australia" and is listed on the Register of the
National Estate, important to waterbirds, migratory birds and the endangered
Carnaby's cockatoo. It is a major feeding stop-over area for dispersal, and a
drought refuge.
This wetland system, bordered by the Beekeepers' Reserve, is listed under oil and
gas exploration tenements - "Planned/Undertaking Hydraulic Fracture
Stimulation" — Nos. L4 and L5.
850 new species of subterranean aquifer dwelling species have recently been
discovered in Australia, adapted to living in permanent darkness. They are highly
significant to groundwater ecosystems in maintaining water quality and keeping
groundwater moving. Generically, subterranean species are known as
"stygofauna" and those from caves and micro-caverns are known as "troglofauna,
all an integral part of Nature's eternal cycle.
A total of 137 invertebrate species have been recorded from Lake Logue,
including three new species not identified from any other location. Stygofauna
sampling from the superficial aquifer beneath the headwaters of the Erindoon
Creek near Lake lndoon was conducted in 2007. (p 14, DEC Our Environment Our
Future Resource Condition Report for a significant Western Australian Wetland,
Lake Logue 2008). Little is known about stygofauna, however their importance
for the quality of groundwater is now being recognised. They are extremely
vulnerable to artificial disturbances such as;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clearing (increases the sediment in groundwater);
Modification to groundwater recharge areas;
Groundwater pollution;
Groundwater abstraction;
Salinisation (post mining); and
Direct excavation.

These activities may influence the connectivity or flow rate of aquifers, affecting
the capacity for exchange of organisms between areas and/or populations,
leading to an overall decrease in diversity and disrupting stable ecosystems. "As
such, identifying the composition of stygofauna communities has become an
essential part of Environmental Impact Assessments and project approvals".

(Ecologia Environment).
Scientists believe that less than 15% of our invertebrates have been formally
described. This is concerning when we consider the current rate of habitat
destruction in this country. We may be destroying countless species of
invertebrates that we are not aware of. (http://australianmuseum.net.au/What-

are-invertebrates)
"As knowledge of the composition and distribution of stygofauna is only emerging
there are few places where even baseline conditions are known from which to
start assessing conditions in future.... there is also no common information pool to
combine data gathered by numerous and disparate groups, including government
instrumentalities, academic centres and consultants....In only a few areas is the
presence of stygofauna documented...." (Dr. Bill Humphries, West Australian
Museum).
Oil and gas companies have been given approval to proceed with their operations
within nature reserves, a natural water course and wildflower country (the
Kwongan heathland is the second most florally diverse ecosystem on the planet)
in the Midwest.

MIDWEST FARMING LAND

With the vast majority of oil and gas reserves lying beneath the region's prime
farmland, many of the WA's Midwest farming community are concerned that
there is no guarantee of compensation if something goes wrong on their land.
The WA Farmers Federation says that farmers are aware of compensation offered
through liability insurance which petroleum operators are required to hold before
any activity can occur, however "the flaw in the whole system is that the drilling

companies attempt to keep the period of liability as short as possible." If damage
hasn't manifested within ninety days, the gas fracking companies are no longer

liable. This is seen as inadequate as damage could occur months or years in the
future, not just within a 90 day time frame from the start of an agreement.

REGULATION OF CHEMICALS USED IN HYDRAULIC
FRACTURING:
Regulation of chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing process, no matter how
stringent and regardless of the strictest protocols will never mollify public
distrust.
A wildfire fuelled by drying countryside because of climate change would be
catastrophic, with burning chemicals posing an emergency event with the
potential to seriously affect workers, local population and the environment. No
amount of regulation can guarantee that such a scenario would not happen.
We are assured by the gas fracking industry that chemical additives used are
familiar and "benign" ("the chemical additives used are familiar products found in
most households" — WA Onshore Gas) and subject to strict regulations. Aside
from arguments as to the harmfulness or harmlessness of household chemicals,
less benign chemicals used in the fracking process such as friction-reducers,
biocides ("...biocides can pose risks to humans, animals and the environment" Wikipedia) and hydrochloric acid are not mentioned. Endocrine disrupting
chemicals are also part of the chemical arsenal — very small amounts can have
adverse health impacts in the long term.
Fracking chemicals stored in surface pits in Kentucky USA are reported to have
overflowed and contaminated the Acorn Fork Creek, with all visible life forms
dying. Healthy fish moved into the creek developed gill lesions within hours (D.
Papoulias, US Geological Survey and Southeastern Naturalist vol 12, p92). There
are many accounts of hydraulic shale gas fracking chemical contamination online,
including an account of the US Environmental Protection Agency finding fracking
compounds in environmental monitoring wells as well as a Wyoming aquifer
("Scientific American").

Publicity stunts such as an offer by the WA Mines Minister to drink fracking fluid
to prove it poses no threat to underground aquifers does not improve the public
perception of the integrity of the Dept. Of Mining and Petroleum.

THE USE OF GROUNDWATER IN THE HYDRAULIC
FRACKING PROCESS AND THE POTENTIAL FOR REYCLING
OF PRODUCED WATER
Groundwater is declining in the Midwest because of climate change and a drier
climate. A heavily intensive water practice such as shale gas fracking, using
millions of litres of water, is clearly unsustainable. The availability of fresh water
for coastal communities will also be threatened in the future by higher sea levels
brought about by climate change, with salt water penetrating wells and aquifers
in low-lying communities.
Since 2000 there has been a switch from generally rising groundwater trends in
the Northern Perth Basin to generally declining trends (Geraldton WA Dept. Of
Agriculture & Food). According to a 2009 WA Dept. Of Water report on
groundwater management, "little work has been carried out in the Northern Perth
Basin in ecological water requirements." The CSIRO (Report 2, 2009 Flagships
Water for a Healthy Country) has classed future groundwater levels in the Jurien
Bay area as "very low".
According to the CSIRO, "the geology of the Yarragadee is complex and there is
major faulting, with better data needed, especially of the deep aquifers....better
representation of the hydrogeology of poorly mapped onshore and offshore
formation and faults, and an improved mapping of coastal and western
boundaries".
The two million year old aquifer system-nature of groundwater flow is only just
being realized but obviously if groundwater if taken at a rate greater than the
natural recharge an aquifer will become depleted, threatening aquifer
sustainability for future generations. Despite this, recommendations have been
put forward for tapping further into the Yarragadee aquifer to ease pressure on
the stressed Gnangara Mound.

The potential for the recycling of produced water is a recipe for ecocide. In July
2013 in West Virginia a well explosion and fire occurred involving two storage
tanks containing brine and fracking fluid. The flash explosion and fire was thought
to have been triggered by a spark after a problem during the flowback process
when drilling fluids are pumped into storage tanks according to Antero Resources.
Five people were injured. Antero Resources said they didn't know the ignition
source, but suspected it was a methane explosion. (During the life of a shale gas
well, 3 — 8% of its total production is emitted as pure methane — one of the
world's most potent greenhouse gases).
Corrosion inhibitors, surfactants, scale inhibitors, iron control chemicals, friction
reducers, biocides are all part of fracking wastewater and their levels vary
depending on the nature of the drilling operation, "causing challenges in the
biological treatment process". The re-injection of treated high salinity fracking
fluid to forever "remain locked in the gas-bearing rock formations two kilometres
below the ground" will incrementally add to rather than solve any problems in the
long term. The availability of water is limited because water resources are
stretched beyond Nature's limits. Waste water treatment facilities? How much
lower quality water will be disposed of and where? How many times will fracking
water be re-used? Hyper-salinity?

RECLAMATION (REHABILITATION) OF LAND THAT
HAS BEEN HYDRAULICALLY FRACTURED
Investment in sustainable renewable clean energy options in Western Australia
should take precedence over unconventional hydraulic horizontal shale gas
fracking.
Revegetation and restoration of natural systems, agricultural landscapes and
marginal lands is vital to returning to natural diversity in long-term, large-scale
conservation efforts. Restoration efforts in agricultural landscapes should involve
restoring natural ecosystems; altering current agricultural practices to reduce the
negative impacts of agriculture on the surrounding landscape and improving the
sustainability of agricultural systems to maintain agricultural productivity.
Monitoring should be a major component of restoration programs". (Restoration

and Reclamation in Agricultural Landscapes, Dept. Horticultural Science,
University of Minnesota, St. Paul MN.)

Attachments:
"West Australian" Notice of Proposal to Grant Petroleum E pbration Permit (Section 29 Native Title Act
1993 (Commonwealth) publication;
Fig.6 SPA Location Map, Norwest Energy NL Annual Report 2012 National Parks and Nature Reserves
Lancelin to Green Head;
Oil & Gas Tenements of the Northern and Central Perth Basin;
Graph - Reduced water level of Yarragadee aquifer;
Bureau of Meteorology Australian climate variability and change map —Trend in Annual Total Rainfal,
1970 — 2012 (nnm/10yr)
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PROPOSAL TO GRANT PETROLEUM EXPLORATION PERMIT
SECTION 29 NATIVE TITLE ACT 1993 (COMMONWEALTH)
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Perini; application/5 applied fOr under section 31 of the Petrukuar arid Geokrmal Energy Rftores Art 7967 (WA)
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x 5' Wools and commences at a Nei 114°5758.82 T E. 29'5955.63S v.hicit . is situated on & MRS Terrecriat Easelne - AMR v2 2036. Pierce
i
eas1 along paaliel lo a reiet 115-55.131, 2959'55.83a thence sad *rig merid an CO a putt 115 5211. 302955.67S. Irma east
T
along paralet la a point 11515'5.21 E_ 30°2955.66S, theme south aiong rneridart tea pail 115155241 T 30`4955.68'S, thence east along
parallet too point 115705.24 T E. xr 4955.58 - S, Metre south along meridian to a poll 115°20'5. M, 31°01'59.96'S, which es Awed on Me
AWE Three Nautical Mite LAI( - AMEI v2 2006. thence In a not north westerly eirectien to rortherty direct:0e O n ale NM Territorial easelne
-AMEI v2 2036 to the starting point of 1145758MT. 2959. 5.5.6 S. The accicatien pan fa the Teneorial water area whit certain is.lanis and
reefs endosed kri their tom leeitixiaTbaseh)e consisZ cif 18 part 5' x Tilials and =MUM at a point 114S5 t 5 .T FE, 29°5955,64'S. th e
east along wallet to a pciM 114°5758.82 T E, 294 .59'55.63'S, MO is stated on the MINS Territorial Rasettre - AMR )0 2006,
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Nature ti f The net Grad of exploration permit, whicrl authorises the a,optlonl to explore Tor petroleum, and to carry on such Operataus and execute such works as are necessary lot that purpose in itie permit area for 3 terry
al 6 years hem the date he grant becomes elfeclive and may be renewed lor a. further Iwo 5 war terms.
Notification Day: 31 October 2012
Native Title Partin: Untler Section 30 of the NaUve Tee Aa 1993, persons rave unitt 3 months after the [Mirka lion day le !ate certain steps to become nalfrre tele parties in relation to arty or the land and/or waters that )).111
he all acted hy the act. The 3 month period closes on 31 January 2013_ Any person who S, or becomes a native tale party, is erilitled 10 the negotiation andior precedural rights provided in Part 2 Division 3 Subehision Pot the
t bv Ego Act 1993. Enquires in relation lo tiling an application Tor native tit* determination to become a native title party smock] be directed to the Federal Court at AttstraTia. 1 Victoria Avenue, Perth WA 6000, telephone (031
9268 7100. The exploration permit may be wanted IT. by the end oil the period at 4 months alter the notification day (28 February a n there S no nateee title party under section 30 of the haave 77tie Act 199,3 ill relation tc
the area of the emlorailon permit.
For further Infos nation about The act (inducting ext acts of plans showing the boundaries el the app(ication), obetac1 the Petroleum DMsiom, Departrn eV el Mines and Petroleum 100 Plain Street, East Perth WA 5004. or tree cal!
1 500 628767 (ask or eicensioe 238131.
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Oil and Gas Exploration tenements of the
Northern and Central Perth Basin
Tenement Operators
EP 437- CalEnergy-Gas

11K17 0 PO

EP 368- Empire Oil and Gas
--

EP 426- Empire Oil and Gas
EP 469- VVarrego Energy Ltd
EP 413- Norwest Energy Ltd
EP 320- Origin Energy
EP 430- Empire Oil and Gas
I EP 454- Empire Oil and Gas
EP 455- AWE Ltd

-

EP 432- Empire Oil and Gas
EP 447- GCC Methane Pty Ltd
EP 407- Transery EnergyLtd
EP 321- Latent Petroleum
EP 440- Empire Oil and Gas
EP 389- Empire Oil and Gas
DR 11- Titan Energy Ltd

Da; i PA 0013- Norwe.st.Energy
•

411•,•

Production Licences
Moora

r

-1,,
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.

L 1- AWE Ltd
L 2- AWE Ltd
L 4- AWE Ltd

L 5- AWE Ltd
SPA I L 7- AWE Ltd
L11- Origin Energy
L 14- Origin Energy

Acreage to be released
L 10-12 — Bids Closed - Under Assessment
L 11-10 — Bids Closed - Under Assessment

L 11-11 — Bids Closed - Under Assessment
L 11-12 — Bids Closed - Under Assessment
L 12-6 — Bids Closed - Under Assessment
L 11-8 — Bids Close 18 th April 2013

RECENTLY UNDERTAKEN HYDRAULIC FRACTURE STIMULATION:
EP 407 Transery e Energy Ltd (Warrogas Wells), L2 AWE Ltd. (Seneclo 2 Gas Well),
EP413 Norwest Energy (Arrowsrnith 2 Gas Well), L2 AWE Ltd. (Seneclo 2 Gas Well),
L2 AWE Ltd (Corybas-1 Gas Well), L41L5 AWE Ltd (Woadada Deep-1 Well)
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Bureau of Meteorology
Australian climate variability & change - Trend maps
Trend in Annual Total Rainfall

1970-2012 (runi10yr)
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